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+e rapid development of the smart grid brings convenience to human beings. It enables users to know the real-time power supply
capacity, the power quality, and the electricity price fluctuation of the grid. However, there are still some threats in the smart grid,
which increase all kinds of expenses in the grid and cause great trouble to energy distribution. Among them, the man-made
nontechnical loss (NTL) problem is particularly prominent. Recently, there are also some NTL detection programs. However,
most of the schemes need huge amounts of supporting data and high labor costs. As a result, the NTL problem has not been well
solved. In order to better avoid these risks, problems such as tampering of smart meter energy data, bypassing the smart meter
directly connected to the grid, and imbalance between revenue and expenditure of the smart grid are tackled, and the threat scene
of NTL is constructed. A hierarchical grid gateway blockchain is proposed and designed, and a new decentralized management
MDMS system is constructed.+e intelligent contract combined with the elliptic curve encryption technology is used to detect the
storage and the acquisition of power data, and the detection of NTL problems is realized. At the same time, it has a certain ability to
resist attacks such as replay, monitoring, and tampering. We tested the time consumption and throughput of this method on
Hyperledger Fabric. At the same time, eight indexes of other methods proposed in the literature are compared. +is method has a
good effect.

1. Introduction

+e concept of smart grid was put forward in 2003, and the
“Smart Grid Technology Forum” was established by the
European Union in 2005. +e smart grid is essentially a
modern transmission network. It uses information and
communication technology to adjust the production,
transmission, and distribution of electric power [1], to
achieve the purpose of saving energy, reducing loss, and
enhancing the reliability of the power grid. +e smart grid
can realize the two-way communication of information the
services [2, 3].+e smart meter in the smart grid not only has
the basic measurement function but also has more abundant
functions, such as communication function. In order to
adapt to the use of modern smart grid and new energy, it is
also equipped with a storage module and a calculation
module, which can store electricity consumption informa-
tion and the two-way ladder rate metering function, and also

provides a control interface that can be remotely controlled,
as well as intelligent functions such as electricity theft
prevention. In the smart grid, Advanced Metering Infra-
structure (AMI) system is used for intelligent management.
AMI system is mainly composed of smart meter, commu-
nication system and equipment, and Meter Database
Management System (MDMS).

While the smart grid brings advantages, for example,
intelligent power grid management, it is also faced with
extremely serious threats, which are mainly divided into
natural threats and man-made threats. Among the many
threats, the most common is that power thieves or power
users deceive power companies through a series of ways and
then bring nontechnical loss to the entire smart grid. NTL
refers to the remaining part of the loss of power transmission
and distribution that cannot be explained by technology
after excluding TL. Abnormal electricity consumption be-
haviors such as electricity theft are the main cause of NTL
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[4]. According to statistics, in countries such as India, Brazil,
China, and the United States, the loss of power supply caused
by power theft is more than 25%. In recent years, not only is
the phenomenon of electricity theft becoming more and
more serious, but also the electricity theft methods used by
electricity theft users are more and more various, and means
of electricity theft are becoming more and more sophisti-
cated. In addition to the traditional power theft methods,
such as the undervoltage method and undercurrent method
[5], there are also high-tech methods of electricity thefts,
such as strong magnetic interferences, power thefts from
high-frequency power supply, and network attacks on in-
telligent meters or data centers [6]. +e behavior of elec-
tricity thefts is becoming more and more technically
sophisticated. It can be seen that, in the past, the means that
users relied on to steal electricity, such as destroying tra-
ditional electricity meters or private power lines, have been
transformed into attacks on smart meters through digital
storage technology and network communication technology
[7]. +e attack is to reduce the corresponding time power
consumption or directly return it to zero through data
tampering, in order to reduce the electricity bill payable.

In the operation of the power grid, nontechnical losses
will cause a large number of energy and economic losses, and
the uncertainty of power theft behavior will directly affect
the load supply and demand balance of the power grid and
interfere with the stability of the power system. +erefore, it
is of great practical significance to analyze power con-
sumption data and to detect electricity theft behavior [8]. In
response to the aforementioned nontechnical power loss
problem, much related work has been done which can be
divided into the following three categories: (1) Physical
detection solutions include the use of physical solutions to
prevent and detect electricity theft. +ese physical solutions
include routine inspections, sensor monitoring, camera
monitoring, and drone monitoring. (2) +e NTL fraud
detector based on machine learning algorithms mainly uses
machine learning technology to establish a detection model
to identity electricity theft. However, the training dataset of
the nontechnical power loss detection model requires power
experts to mark the attack data in the power dataset; thus, the
cost is high. In addition, because the power theft against
smart grids will bring huge economic benefits to attackers,
the diversity of related attack behaviors increases. +e
feature extraction becomes more and more difficult, and the
inaccuracy of features directly leads to the high accuracy of
detection models. +e reduction in magnitude has led to
huge economic losses in the power system. (3) Based on the
comparison method, this kind of scheme usually adopts a
safe and reliable central instrument tomeasure the abnormal
situation and compare it with other suspicious instruments.
+ese schemes are usually lightweight and flexible, but
existing schemes can only detect NTL fraud with small
datasets.

+erefore, even if there are some detection schemes for
NTL attacks, we still need to explore other more effective
solutions. +e study is aimed at the NTL problem in the
smart grid and develop a detection plan from the MDMS in
the AMI system. We designed a smart grid NTL problem

protection scheme based on the power gateway consortium
blockchain. +e scheme can solve the problems such as the
difficulty of state detection of smart meters, the difficulty of
smart meter access authentication, and the insecurity of
hierarchical management of power transactions. We use
power data and meter status data to detect NTL. It has a
good detection effect on smart meter data tampering and
power theft caused by users directly connected to the power
grid. It is used to solve the problems caused by NTL in the
smart grid.

+e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) +e scheme proposed in this paper can effectively
resist replay attacks, surveillance attacks, man-in-
the-middle attacks, and witch attacks.

(2) +is paper stores the electric energy information and
the state of the smart meter in the MDMS system,
and adopts the storage mode of the edge network
blockchain to store the user’s smart meter status and
the user payment information, which is used for NTL
audit and accountability.

(3) +is paper proposes the NTL threat scenario, which
detects NTL based on the edge network blockchain,
and uses the blockchain technology to ensure that
the data cannot be tampered with. +e detection
method does not rely on a large amount of data to
train the model but on smaller user power con-
sumption data.

+e rest of the paper consists of the following sections.
Section 2 introduces the related research work of blockchain
technology and the NTL detection technology. Section 3
proposes a smart grid NTL detection scheme based on the
power network association chain, including the overall
structure, client registration, and data encryption and de-
cryption transmission. Section 4 demonstrates the experi-
ment and the experimental results as well as the comparison.
Section 5 analyzes the security and threat scenarios of the
overall scheme. Section 6 gives the research results and
discussion.

2. Related Work

+is section will summarize the existing work; we first
summarize the related work of NTL detection in smart grid,
then investigate the important role of blockchain technology
in the smart grid, and finally summarize the related detection
technology of blockchain to illustrate the feasibility of smart
grid NTL detection scheme based on the gateway
blockchain.

2.1. Smart Grid NTL Detection. Nowadays, with the devel-
opment of smart, integrated, and interconnected power
grids, to achieve the goal of reliability, security, and cost-
effectiveness of the power grid and to prevent the occurrence
of power theft incidents, the NTL detection technology and
related research are gradually developing. Leite et al. [9]
proposed a strategy for detecting nontechnical losses using a
multivariate control chart, which establishes a reliable area
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to monitor the measured variance. After detecting the
nontechnical loss, the pathfinding program based on the
algorithm can find the consumption point of the non-
technical loss. Jeyaraj et al. [10] put forward a multidi-
mensional deep learning algorithm to learn and classify
nonperiodical electricity and then can detect user theft of
electricity from the periodic load curve. +e weekly load
pattern and daily load pattern are both processed as 2D
power data samples. Saeed et al. [11] suggested an efficient
classification method based on the BoostingC5.0 decision
tree to detect nontechnical losses in electric utilities. First,
extract data features from the dataset to distinguish honest
from fraudulent customers. Afterward, Pearson’s chi-square
feature selection algorithm is used to select the most relevant
feature among the extracted features. Finally, use the
BoostedC5.0 decision tree (DT) algorithm to classify honest
consumers and fraudsters based on the results of the selected
functions. Viegas et al. [12] mentioned a clustering-based
method to detect power theft. By clustering the collected
data, typical consumer behavior prototypes can be extracted.
If the distance between a new data sample and a typical
consumer prototype is too large, the distance-based novelty
detection framework will classify it as vicious data. Okino
Otuoze et al. [13] put forward a power theft detection
framework based on a general predictive algorithm. +e
framework uses universal anomaly detection (UAD) based
on the Lempel-Ziv universal compression algorithm, which
can realize real-time detection in the smart grid environ-
ment. It detects anomalies by monitoring many network
parameters, includingmonitoring energy consumption data,
the change rate of energy consumption data, and date
stamps as well as time stamps. Blazakis et al. [14] introduced
an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) for
power theft detection.+e results show that if the technology
is correctly applied, it can achieve a high detection success
rate in the case of fraudulent activities caused by unau-
thorized energy use.

Given the NTL problem in the smart grid, the above
detection methods have played a certain role, but a few of
them require a large amount of data, and the calculation
method is complex. It poses a serious threat to the privacy
and security of power-related data. We explore new tech-
nologies to solve the NTL problem by investigating the
application of blockchain in the smart grid.

2.2. Application of Blockchain in Smart Grid. In the smart
grid system, various network transpositions require a large
amount of data sharing and exchanges between gateways. At
the same time, information exchanges between power
suppliers and individual consumers are also very frequent;
therefore if the power system encounters network security
threats, it will cause huge losses. Blockchain technology has
the characteristics of decentralization, openness, transpar-
ency, and nontamperability; realizes the collaborative trust
and concerted actions between multiple subjects; and is
widely used in the construction of smart grids. Gai et al. [15]
suggested an alliance blockchain method to solve the privacy
leakage problem of energy transaction users in smart grids

without restricting transaction functions. +is method also
can detect the relationship between it and other information
(such as physical location and energy usage) by mining
various energy transaction volumes. Guan et al. [16] put
forward a blockchain-based smart grid data aggregation
privacy protection scheme, which divides users into different
groups, and each group has a private blockchain to record
the data of its members. +e scheme uses pseudonyms to
hide the identity of users. Each user can create multiple
pseudonyms and associate their data with different pseu-
donyms. However, this scheme also only conducts a single-
dimensional data collection, and the user power data in the
same area is transmitted in plain text, posing a great security
risk. Pop et al. [17] used blockchain technology to design a
demand-side response model for distributed management of
energy networks. +e model uses tamper-proof blockchain
technology to store energy consumption data collected from
the IoT smart meter. At the same time, the automatically
executed smart contract defines the expected energy loss of
each producer and each consumer in a programmatic way
and then realizes it. In order to match the production and
demand of the smart grid. Gao et al. [18] put forward a smart
grid monitoring method based on a secure sovereign
blockchain and also implemented a smart contract. +e
contract executes the established procedures and then
provides a network-based trusted system.+e system proved
to be very effective because users can monitor how the
electricity is used, and it also provides a platform that no one
needs to manipulate.

+rough the investigation of related work, there are
many applications of blockchain technology in the smart
grid, less research working on NTL detection and, some
problems such as information sharing; thus, we also in-
vestigate the scheme of abnormal problem detection of
blockchain in our paper.

2.3. Smart Grid Combined with Blockchain-Related Work.
Blockchain technology is also used in the industrial Internet
of things scenarios [19]. In response to the problem of
abnormality detection in the smart grid, the blockchain can
realize the cooperative trust between different information
interaction parts through “smart contracts” and efficiently
detect abnormal situations.

Li et al. [20] mentioned a blockchain-based method for
detecting abnormal electricity consumption in smart grids,
aiming to use sensor processing, smart meter readings,
machine learning, and blockchain to accurately and timely
detect electricity consumption abnormality.

Signorini et al. [21] proposed a blockchain-based
anomaly detection method (BAD). BAD is a complete
framework that relies on several components that utilize
its core blockchain metadata to collect potentially mali-
cious activities. BAD avoids any central point of failure
and can prevent malware from deleting or changing its
own traces.

Golomb et al. [22] mentioned a lightweight framework
CIoTA, which uses the concept of blockchain to perform
distributed and collaborative anomaly detection on devices
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with limited resources. +rough the consensus between
proof and IoT devices, CIoTA uses the blockchain to
gradually update the reliable anomaly detection model.

Casado-Vara et al. [23] suggested a new system for
detecting fraud based on blockchain. +e blockchain is used
to store the data of the distribution network monitored by
the WSN and apply the created clustering algorithm to
detect fraud. Whenever the blockchain grows, the stored
data is more secure. +erefore, the power company can
check the stored blockchain data. It is proved that block-
chain technology has a certain effect on abnormal problem
detection.

+rough the above research and analysis, it is found that,
with the development of the smart grid, the interaction
between power suppliers and users becomes more conve-
nient. At the same time, due to the application of various
intelligent devices and the generation of corresponding
massive data and information, problems such as Internet
security and power theft continue to appear in the power
grid system. Aiming for the problem of NTL, several
scholars have also proposed a detection scheme, but the
scheme has some problems, such as the large demand for
data and the need for data concentration. Moreover, data
privacy and security cannot be guaranteed and are high labor
costs. +erefore, combined with the blockchain technology,
this paper proposes a smart grid power theft detection model
based on the power network association chain, which gives
full play to the dispersion, openness, transparency, and
tamper-proof of the blockchain technology, and applies it to
the smart grid NTL detection problem.

3. Smart Grid NTL Detection Based on Power
Gateway Consortium Blockchain

+rough the investigation of related work, we found that the
smart grid has problems of NTL caused by the tampering of
the electricity data of the smart meter at the home network
layer, NTL caused by bypassing the smart meter and directly
connected to the grid network, and difficulty in detecting the
imbalance of smart grid revenue and expenditure. Based on
the edge of the smart grid network, we designed a smart grid
NTL problem protection program based on the power
gateway blockchain. We first introduced the smart grid
gateway consortium blockchain structure and described the
threat model scenarios of NTL in the smart grid. Finally, a
smart grid NTL detection model and detection method
based on the power gateway consortium blockchain are
proposed in Section3.3. In the detection method, the smart
meter registration, online data storage and query, data
structure, consensus, and detection process are introduced
in detail.

3.1. Smart Grid Gateway Consortium Blockchain Structure.
+e smart grid gateway consortium blockchain structure
consists of two parts, including the power infrastructure
network and the power communication network.+e power
communication network includes three levels: wide-area
network (WAN), local area network (LAN), and home

network (HAN). +eWAN consortium blockchain network
consists of LAN power gateways, and each LAN power
gateway node includes multiple LAN consortium blockchain
networks. +e LAN consortium blockchain network is
composed of HAN power gateways, and each HAN power
gateway node includes multiple HAN networks. +e specific
structure is shown in Figure 1.

Definition 1. Power infrastructure network.
+e basic network of power facilities includes the basic

equipment in the traditional power grid, such as power
generation facility, power transmission stations, and sub-
station/distribution stations. After generating electricity
from the power generation facility, the process of voltage
boosting, transmission, and the step-down is carried out,
and finally, the electricity is sold to the users by the dis-
tribution station. It provides a guarantee for the production,
transmission, and use of electric energy.

Definition 2. Electric power communication network.
+e electric power communication network is com-

posed of three types of network structures, including
HAN, LAN, and WAN. Each layer of the network
structure includes power gateway equipment for data
aggregation and network communication as shown in
Table 1.

+e blockchain structure of HAN, LAN and WAN, grid
gateway, and smart meter in the power communication
network is shown in Figure 2.

+e electric power communication network is divided
into HAN, LAN, and WAN according to the commu-
nication range from small to large. +e three are inclusive
(HAN ⊂ LAN ⊂WAN). Among them, the HAN network
includes HAN power gateways, smart meters, and var-
ious home electrical equipment. Electrical equipment
gathers power consumption information in smart me-
ters, which are connected to the HAN power gateway.
Here, we define multiple HAN networks as
HAN1,HAN2 . . .HANN. LAN network is composed of
multiple HAN networks, namely,
LAN � HAN1 ∪HAN2 . . .HANN . In the LAN network,
the HAN power gateway is used as a node to form a LAN
network consortium blockchain. Similarly, the WAN
network consists of multiple LAN networks, namely,
WAN � LAN1 ∪ LAN2 . . . LANN . In the WAN network,
the LAN power gateway is used as a node to form a WAN
network consortium blockchain.

3.2. ,reat Scenario. +e user is the smallest unit in the
smart grid scenario and is divided into malicious users and
normal users. +e malicious user is the core threat that
causes nontechnical power loss in the smart grid. Based on
the behavior and distribution characteristics of malicious
users, this paper divides the threats of malicious users into
three categories: active malicious user threats, passive
malicious user threats, and group malicious user threats.+e
specific scenarios of the three different threats will be in-
troduced one by one as follows:
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ActiveMalicious User,reat. Active malicious users are
malicious users with intermittent power theft from the
perspective of behavior characteristics.+is type of user
will perform normal charging behaviors and also
conduct power theft behavior. From the perspective of
distribution characteristics, this type of user does not
have obvious geographic clustering and is usually
mixed with normal users.
Passive Malicious User ,reat. +e distribution char-
acteristics of passive malicious users and active mali-
cious users are the same, but the behavior
characteristics are different, which is mainly reflected in
the passive malicious users not performing charging
behavior.

,reats of Group Malicious Users. +e harm of group
malicious users to the smart grid is extremely serious.
+e most distinctive feature is that malicious users
gather in the same area, and the behaviors of malicious
users are complex and diverse, for example, active
malicious users are mixed with passive malicious users.

3.3. Smart Grid NTL Detection Model Based on Power
Gateway Consortium Blockchain. In the proposed detection
method, the overall structure and concept, intelligent meter
registration, online data storage and query, data structure,
consensus, and detection process are introduced in detail in
the following subsections.

Substation

Substation

LAN GateWay4

LAN GateWay2

HAN GateWay4

HAN GateWay2

HAN GateWay3HAN GateWay1

Smart Meter

Smart Meter

Smart Meter

Smart Meter

Smart Meter

Smart Meter

LAN GateWay3LAN GateWay1
WAN Gateway blockchain

LAN Gateway blockchain

SubstationPower generation facility

Power transmission station

Figure 1: Smart grid gateway consortium blockchain structure.

Table 1: Interpretation of key nouns.

Name Description

Power
gateway

+ere are different types of gateways in different network structures. +e HAN network includes HAN power gateway
equipment and smart meter equipment; the LAN network includes the LAN power gateway equipment; and the WAN

network includes the WAN power gateway equipment.

HAN
network

Devices in a home area network (HAN) share resources through public communication networks (such as Ethernet) or
wireless connections (such asWIFI, Bluetooth low energy, ZigBee, and IEEE 802.15.4).+e smart meter of each home local
area network is used as the entrance and exit of electric energy control, and the electricity consumption in the home

network is collected and controlled through the smart meter.

LAN network

+e local area network (LAN) is larger than the HAN network communication range from the perspective of network
information communication. +e LAN network is an alliance blockchain composed of HAN power gateways, which can
store data. In the LAN consortium blockchain network, the HAN power gateway node collects and stores information from

the smart meters in HAN.

WAN
network

From the perspective of network communication, the wide-area network (WAN) has a larger communication range than
LAN. In the wide-area network, the power gateway in the LAN is used as a node to form an alliance blockchain. +e LAN
power gateway in the WAN consortium blockchain network completes data collection and storage in the LAN network.
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3.3.1. Overall structure and Concept of the Detection Method.
Logically speaking, each layer of the power communication
network contains the MDMS system. Based on the MDMS
storage and detection mechanism, a smart grid NTL de-
tection model based on the power gateway consortium
blockchain is proposed.+e structure of the detection model
is shown in Figure 3.

+e overall power communication networkmodel includes
three parts: the blockchain network, the power gateway, and
the smart meter. +e communication network includes three
network domains, home network, local area network, and
wide-area network. +e local area network and the wide-area
network contain alliance blockchains, which are, respectively,
LAN network consortium blockchain and WAN network
consortium blockchain. +e WAN network consortium
blockchain and the LAN network consortium blockchain
combine MDMS to manage and control the data of power
gateway devices and smart meters, including two parts: device
information data and hierarchical power information data.

Equipment Information Collection Task Business. +e
WAN network consortium blockchain and the LAN
network consortium blockchain are combined with the
MDMS system to store and manage device information
on the chain.+e LAN network consortium blockchain
forms the MDMS system through the HAN power
gateway node to provide device information data query
and storage services. +e LAN network consortium
blockchain collects the state information of the smart
meter through the power gateway and stores it in the
LAN network consortium blockchain. Similarly, the
LAN power gateway is a node of the WAN network
consortium blockchain and stores the device status
information of the LAN gateway in the WAN network
consortium blockchain.

Hierarchical Power Information Collection Task. WAN
network consortium blockchain and the LAN network
consortium blockchain combine with theMDMS system
to store and manage hierarchical power information on
the chain. +e hierarchical power information includes
user payment information, smart meter power infor-
mation, HAN power gateway power information, and
LAN power gateway power information. Among them,
the user payment information and power information
are uploaded to the LAN network alliance blockchain
storage management through the smart meter and the
HAN power gateway node power information through
the HAN power gateway node. +e LAN power gateway
power information is stored and managed in the WAN
network consortium blockchain through the LANpower
gateway node.
Block Structure. +e block structure includes the block
head and the block body. +e block header includes a
block identification number, a block size, a timestamp,
an address number, and a Merkle root. +e block in-
cludes equipment information, power information, and
source address (smart meter ID, power gateway ID).
+e specific block structure is shown in Figure 4.
Data Content. +e data in the WAN network con-
sortium blockchain includes WAN network layer input
power, LAN power gateway ID, timestamp, LAN power
gateway equipment power consumption, and device
status. +e data in the LAN network consortium
blockchain includes HAN power gateway output
power, HAN power gateway ID, timestamp (including
power purchase time, transaction processing time, and
power start reading time), smart meter ID, household
name, remaining power, purchase power and purchase
time, smart meter public, and private key pairs.

WAN Gateway Blockchain

LAN Gateway Blockchain

LAN GateWay 2

LAN GateWay 3
HAN GateWay 2

HAN GateWay 1

LAN GateWay 1

Smart Meter

Figure 2: Blockchain structure of power communication network.
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Raft Consensus. In Fabric, the orderer service based
on Raft replaces the previous Kafka orderer service.
Generally, a Raft cluster includes 2N + 1 orderer
nodes, allowing N faulty serves in the network. In
raft, each node can only be in one of three states
[24, 25]:

Follower: in the initial situation, all nodes are
followers
Leader: responsible for processing client requests and
ensuring that all followers have the same data records
Candidate: candidates will initiate elections to com-
pete for leaders

Under certain conditions, the state of a node can be
transformed. In the initial situation, all nodes are followers.
Since there is no message from the leader within a period of
time, the follower will automatically transform into a can-
didate and initiate a vote. After receiving votes from most
nodes, the node will transform into a leader, accept and
respond to requests from clients. For example, when the
leader receives an information storage request from the
client (HAN Gateways) in the LAN alliance chain, the leader
will broadcast this request to the followers. A response will
be sent if the follower receives the request successfully.
When the leader receives responses from more than half of

WAN NetWork
Administrator

HAN Gateway1

WAN NetWork LAN NetWork

LAN GateWay1

LAN NetWork
Administrator

LAN GateWay2

LAN GateWay3 LAN GateWay4

HAN NetWork

New
Block

New
Block

New
Block

New
Block

New
Block

New
Block

New
Block

New
Block

HAN Gateway3

HAN Gateway2

HAN Gateway4

Figure 3: Smart grid NTL detection model based on power gateway consortium blockchain.
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the nodes, it will submit the request locally and broadcast all
followers to execute the request. +e follower accepts and
verifies whether the request is legal; after that, the request
will be packaged to generate a block, broadcast to all HAN
Gateways, and written into the local ledger.

+e overall structure takes the form of an alliance
blockchain, which is a special blockchain, based on a certain
number of preselected authentication nodes. +e consensus
algorithm of the blockchain is performed by these pre-
selected nodes instead of all the nodes in the whole network,
which can greatly reduce the network overhead. In the
power grid system, different regions can be regarded as
different alliances, so that they can be autonomously
managed, and the information can be shared within the
scope. +e power consumption statistics equipment (smart
meter) in the power grid is detected by HAN and LAN
power gateway, and the monitoring data are collected and
stored. As the real-time detection and audit consume much
calculation and storage, a conditional trigger is used to detect
the behavior trigger. +e introduction of the threat model
triggers the detection mechanism when the following
methods are employed in the NTL problem detection
process of the smart grid.

3.3.2. Initialization and Registration

Assumption 1. +epower blockchain gateway is trusted.+e
audit terminals in the MDMS system deployed by the al-
liance chain are also trusted.

Assumption 2. +e smart meter is semitrusted, and the user is
not trusted.+e communication channel between the intelligent
meter and the power gateway is not completely secure.

Assumption 1 specifies that the gateway of the power
blockchain is trustworthy. +e power gateway generates cer-
tificates and private keys for the intelligent watt-hourmeter.+is

information is stored in the power gateway to ensure that the
information is secure andwill not be stolen or tamperedwith. As
the audit client in the federation chain MDMS, the audit ter-
minal is also credible, which makes the audit results accurate.

For Assumption 2, the smart meter is a semitrusted
entity; it will not actively tamper with and steal information
but will be subject to passive attacks. Users are untrusted by
default, and such entities are highly aggressive.

+e symbols and descriptions used in the whole process
are shown in Table 2. +e low-power encryption scheme is
very important in the Internet of things [26, 27]. +e key
process of the model is as follows:

System Initialization. +e symbol definitions used in
the detection method are shown in Table 2.
+e system selects an elliptic curve
E: y2 � x3 + ax + b(mod n). +e generator is P, and
the following three hash function operations are se-
lected. H1: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ G; H2: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ 0, 1{ }∗ ;

H3: G⟶ 0, 1{ }∗ . +e private key of the power
gateway is α and its public key is pa � α∗P.
Smart Meter Information Registration Process. HAN
network users request access to smart meters from HAN
power gateway nodes through the communication net-
work. Access is allowed if authentication is passed, and
access is denied if the authentication fails. +e HAN
power gateway combines the information of smart meter
and house number to generate the unique identification
number in the current HANnetwork. All the smart meter
identification number information in theHANnetwork is
stored in the HAN gateway. When the NTL occurs, the
HAN gateway can be responsible for the smartmeter with
NTL problems according to the identification number
information. Since the smart meter as a client needs to
sign when it needs to submit to blockchain request to the
HAN gateway, the HAN gateway needs to generate a
public and private key pair for the smart meter and send
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Figure 4: Structure of block data.
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the private key to the smart meter for signature. +e
specific process is shown in Figure 5.

+e smart meter has a unique ID for SMid, for the power
gateway to issue a certificate for it, as follows:

Step 1: smart meter generates random number ki as its
private key, ki ∈ [1, n − 1]

Step 2: smart meter sends (ki, SMid) to power gateway
for the later generation of certificates
Step 3: the power gateway calculates its certificate
Qsm � α∗ ki ∗P, to further update its private key to
PSKSMid

� α∗ ki + H3(Qsm)∗ α
Step 4: the power gateway will return (Qsm, PSKSMid

, ti)

to the smart meter is (certificate, privatekey,

timestamp)

3.3.3. Data Storage and Query Process. +e nodes of the
LAN network consortium blockchain and WAN network
consortium blockchain are in the HAN power gateway and
the LAN power gateway, respectively, and they are re-
sponsible for the client to submit data information to the
blockchain. +e process is shown in Figure 6.

+e smart meter signs and uploads the data, and the
process is mainly divided into four steps: one-time password
generation, message signature, identity verification, and
message verification.

In order to ensure the security of the data, the one-time
password is used every time the smart meter uploads the
data, and the generation process is as follows:

Step 1: the power gateway generates a random number
ra and sends it to the smart meter
Step 2: the smart meter randomly selects rs as its private
key and calculates its public key as ys � ra ∗ rs ∗QSM

Step 3: the power gateway uses its private key α to
generate a public key of ya � H2(ra)⊕H3(α∗ys)

As the smart meter is a semitrusted entity, when gen-
erating the public key, the public key value is determined by
both the power gateway and the smart meter.

+e smart meter signature process for uploading data:

Step 1: firstly, the private key PSKSMid
issued by the

power gateway node is used to sign the uploaded data:
sign(M) � H2(M, SMid, ys, ti)∗ rs + PSKSMid

.
Step 2: the smart meter will upload the data msg �

(SMid, sign(M), ys, M, ti, Qsm, \\H2(ra)) to the power
gateway. It is easy to verify the identity of the smart
meter. If the transmission channel is eavesdropped or
tampered with, the power gateway can determine
whether the message has been tampered with according
to the signature sign(M).

+e authentication process of the power gateway to the
smart meter is as follows:

Table 2: Notations used in this paper.

Symbol Description
P Generator
E Elliptic curve
(α, pa) Private key and public key of power gateway
SMid ID of smart meter
QSM Certificate of smart meter
PSKSMid

Private key of smart meter
(ra, ya) One-time password power gateway private key, public key
(rs, Ys) One-time password smart meter private key, public key
M Data uploaded by smart meter
Ti Time stamp
H1, H2, H3 Hash operation
(rb, yb) Audit client’s private key, public key

Apply to join the
blockchain platform

Apply to join the
blockchain platform

Identity
verification

Reject
application

NO

YES

Allow
registration

Set private key

Obtain public key and certificate

End

Figure 5: Smart meter information registration process.
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In the case that the Qsm verification is passed, to prevent
the certificate from being eavesdropped on by an adversary,
further judge H2(ra) � ya⊕H3(α∗ys). It ensures that the
message cannot be tampered with.

+e power gateway verifies the message sent by the
intelligent meter as follows:

First, calculate the h1 � H2(M, SMid, ys, ti)∗ rs; h2 � H3
(Qsm). Determine whether the equation sign(M) ∗P � h1 ∗
ys + Qsm + h2 ∗pa is true, and if so, receive the message.

+e verification principle is as follows:

sign(M) ∗P � H2 M, SMid, ys, ti( ∗ rs + PSKSMid
 ∗P

� h1 ∗ys + α∗ ki ∗P + h2 ∗P

� h1 ∗ys + Qsm + h2 ∗pa.

(1)

+e above is a single message authentication process. If
batch message processing is carried out and the number of
messages is assumed to be n, the verification process is as
follows:

SP � 
n

i�1
signi Mi( ∗P

� 
n

i�1
h1 + PSKSMid

 ∗P

� 
n

i�1
h1 ∗P + 

n

i�1
α∗ ki + H3 QSM ∗ α(  ∗P

� 
n

i�1
h1 ∗P + 

n

i�1
Qsm + 

n

i�1
h2 ∗pa.

(2)
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Figure 6: Data block generation process.
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+eHAN power gateway node stores the collected smart
meter data (HAN network layer data) on the LAN network
consortium blockchain, and the LAN power gateway node
stores the aggregated LAN network layer data on the WAN
network consortium blockchain. +e data is stored in an
encrypted manner, and the way the data is stored on the
blockchain and obtained is shown in Figure 7.

After obtaining the data, the power gateway node en-
crypts the data through the encryption algorithm, stores it
on the chain, and decrypts the query in the process of de-
tection and audit.

+e audit client audits the data uploaded by the smart
meter, and the process is as follows: as the audit client and
the power gateway are trusted entities, both parties can use
the original elliptic curve encryption algorithm when
transmitting data:

Step 1: the audit client chooses the private key as rb;
then, its public key is yb � rb ∗P

Step 2: the power gateway hashes the data m to be
audited: M � H1(m), randomly generates r, and cal-
culates the point R � r∗P

Step 3: the power gateway calculates C � M + r∗yb

and returns the (C, R) to the auditor
Step 4: fter the audit client gets the ciphertext C, cal-
culate the plaintext M � C − r∗yb � C − r∗ rb ∗P �

C − R∗ rb and audit it

3.3.4. NTL Detection Method. +e HAN user initiates the
power purchase on the platform, and the user sends the
verification information HANPurchaseInfo � UserID,{

SMID, Purchaseamount, TimeStamp} to the platform for
verification. After the verification is passed, the audit con-
tract of the detection mechanism is triggered, as shown in
Figure 8.

+e steps for the audit contract are as follows and the
process is shown in Algorithm 1:

Step 1: HAN tests the connectivity of the smart meter
(obtaining the meter status data), performs Step 2 if the
test is successful, and issue an alarm to the auditor if the
test fails.
Step 2: the HAN gateway node sends a request for
information collection to the smart meter of the power
buyer.
Step 3: if the smart meter receives the request infor-
mation, it responds to the request of the HAN gateway
node and transmits the HANsm � SMID, UserID,{

Remaining Electricity} information to the HAN power
gateway node.
Step 4: the HAN power gateway node obtains the HAN

gw � SMID, UserID, CurrentTime,{ theuser’s last

power purchase time (Tlast), after the electricity

purchase (Elast)} information, which is compared and
fused with the HANsm information. We calculate the
difference between the (Elast) and the remaining power
of the watt-hour meter after the last power purchase
and compare it with the output electricity of the HAN

gateway (the electricity information between the last
purchase time and the current purchase time). We
judge whether the charging users and other users under
the current HAN power gateway node have abnormal
power consumption.
Step 5: After the verification is passed, HANgw1 �

SMID, UserID, CurrentTime, PurchaseTime,{ after

purchase d electricity(ATE)} is packaged and uploa-
ded. At the same time, the platform will send the
purchased electricity to the smart meter of the family.

(1) NTL Detection Method for HAN Network. Aiming for the
problem of passive malicious user detection, a HAN network
NTL detection method is proposed based on +e NTL
detection method. Every once in a while, the HAN gateway
will query the data on the chain, request the data of the smart
meter, then calculate the theoretical power consumption of
each smart meter under the current HAN network, and after
that compare it with the actual output power EOutput of
each user’s HAN gateway. If the actual output power is
greater than the theoretical power consumption, the user is
considered to be a passive malicious user. +e process is
shown in Algorithm 2.

(2) NTL Detection Method for LAN Network. +e WAN
network layer regularly audits LAN users following the audit
rules. +e WAN network initiates a regular audit of the
power output of the LAN power gateway to audit whether
the WAN input and the LAN output are balanced.
According to the audit results, it is to judge whether the LAN
group users have NTL problems. +e process is shown in
Algorithm 3.

After the WAN network carries out the connectivity test
to the gateway node (obtains the equipment state data),
every interval T triggers the audit contract; in other words, it
carries out the query about the WAN gateway node in-
formation stored in the LAN consortium blockchain. +e
input power data of the WAN network is obtained and
compared with the LAN node data to determine whether
there is a problem with LAN group user NTL. If there is a
problem, the auditor is alerted.

4. Experimental Simulation

We have carried out experiments on the proposed smart grid
NTL detection scheme based on the power network asso-
ciation chain and simulated the data winding and the de-
tection process of the LAN alliance chain, including HAN
users (smart meter), the alliance chain composed of the
HAN gateway, and the detection client. +e structure of the
experiment is shown in Figure 9.

4.1. Experimental Environment. +e Docker is used to
simulate peers on the blockchain to verify our scheme. +e
OS used is Ubuntu 18.04, and the version of the Hyperledger
Fabric is 2.3.0. More details for the experimental environ-
ment are listed in Table 3.
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For the LAN alliance chain, the blockchain network
consists of two Orgs, each of which has fifteen peers (HAN
Gateways). +e peer0 of each Org serves as the anchor node
of its own Org and is responsible for the communication
between organizations. +ere is one channel in the network;
all peers will install the chain code and join the channel.

4.2. Experimental Result. +e main steps of the experiment
include the creation and maintenance of the channel, the
development, and the use of the chain code. +e administrator

is responsible for addingHANGateways and LANGateways to
their corresponding channels, developing and deploying chain
code, and fulfilling other requirements. +e blockchain net-
work function test and the Smart Grid data interaction function
test are shown in Tables 4 and 5, which mainly include storing
and querying the gateway power date.

We tested a network with two Orgs, and four HAN
Gateways per Org. +e test results are shown in Figures 10
and 11. +e results show that the processing capacity of the
LAN blockchain network reaches the peak when four HAN
Gateways initiate transactions at the same time.

User
(Smart meter) Power purchase platform

1.User sends electricity
purchase application

2.Check Purchase
Application And Trigger

smart contract

3.Contract test �e
Smart meter

4.Send an electricity meter
information collection

request

LA
N

 BlockChain

5.Smart meter
sends response 6.Query and verify

the information on
the BlockChain

7.Send Data to the
chain a�er
verification

HAN Gateway
(Smart Contract)

Figure 8: NTL detection method.
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Figure 7: Data storage and acquisition process.
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Instead of controlling the peers, join the channel one by
one; we join all the peers into the channel at the same time
and then control the number of peers that initiate trans-
actions at the same time.

In the LAN alliance chain, different numbers of HAN
Gateways initiate transactions at the same time for different
total transactions. +e results include the time consumption
and throughput referring to the number of transactions that
can be processed per second. Figure 12 shows the rela-
tionship between the time required to complete the trans-
action and the number of HAN Gateways needed to initiate
the transaction. Figure 13 shows the relationship between
the throughput and the number of HANGateways needed to

initiate the transaction at the same time. It can be seen that,
with the increase in the number of HAN Gateways par-
ticipating in the transaction, the processing capacity of the
LAN alliance chain network continues to increase and
eventually stabilizes. When three HAN Gateways initiate
transactions at the same time, the maximum processing
capacity of the LAN network is achieved. It can be seen that,
in application, we only need a small number of nodes to
make full use of the blockchain network; thus, we can save
our costs.

It is worth noting that the throughput of the blockchain
is affected by many factors, including but not limited to
system architecture, hardware, and consensus algorithm.

Input: TIME INTERVAL
Output: Analysis Result

(1) function NTL FOR HAN

(2) if Current Time-Last Time�TIME INTERVAL then
(3) for i � 0⟶ n do
(4) get HANsm� {SMID, UserID, SOC} sent from Useri’s Smart Meter
(5) get HANgw� {SMID, UserID, Current Time, Tlast,Elast} from HAN
(6) E_+eoretical_Consumption�Elast-SOC
(7) get E_Output from HAN
(8) if E_Output>E_+eoretical_Consumption then
(9) Send warning to Auditors
(10) end if
(11) end for
(12) return over
(13) end if
(14) return waiting
(15) end function

ALGORITHM 2: NTL for HAN.

Input: HANpurchaseInfo� {UserID, SMID, Purchase amount, TimeStamp}
Output: Audit Result

(1) function NTL(HANpurchaseInfo)
(2) get the state of the Smart Meter
(3) if State� offline then
(4) return Send warning to Auditors
(5) else
(6) Send request to the corresponding Smart Meter
(7) get HANsm� {SMID, UserID, SOC} sent from Smart Meter
(8) get HANgw� {SMID, UserID, Current Time, Tlast,Elast} from HAN
(9) if (Elast-SOC)-E_Output> threshold then
(10) return Send warning to Auditors
(11) else
(12) Purchasing Time�TimeStamp
(13) SOC� SOC+Purchase amount
(14) send HANgw1� {SMID, UserID, Current Time, Purchasing Time, ATE} to BlockChain
(15) send update to user’s smart meter
(16) return Normal
(17) end if
(18) end if
(19) end function

ALGORITHM 1: Contract for audit.
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Input: TIME INTERVAL
Output: Analysis Result

(1) function NTL FOR LAN

(2) get the state of LAN
(3) if State� offline then
(4) return Send warning to Auditors
(5) else
(6) if Current Time-Last Time�TIME INTERVAL then
(7) for i � 0⟶ n do
(8) get LAN1� {LANID, SOC} sent from LANi

(9) get LAN2� {LANID, Elast} from WAN
(10) E_+eoretical_Consumption�Elast-ATE
(11) get E_Output from WAN
(12) if E_Output> E_+eoretical_Consumption then
(13) Send warning to Auditors
(14) end if
(15) end for
(16) return over
(17) end if
(18) return waiting
(19) end if
(20) end function

ALGORITHM 3: NTL for LAN.

HAN User

HAN User

HAN
Hyperledger

Org1

HAN
Hyperledger

Org2

Channel

Check client

Order
service

Figure 9: Experimental environment.
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+e number of peers needs to be appropriately set according
to the application of the scenario.

To further verify the feasibility of the scheme, the dataset
[28] from Smart Energy Informatics Lab was selected. +e
dataset consists of electricity consumption data (December
2016 to January 2018) from a high-rise residential building
inside the IIT Bombay campus. Each apartment is instru-
mented with a smart meter. For privacy reasons, the name of
apartments are kept anonymous and are replaced by
numbers. +e date is downsampled at 1-hour granularity. It

includes apartment ID, timestamp, voltage, and energy
consumption.

+e results are as shown in Figures 14 and 15, similar to
previous results, the processing capacity of the LAN alliance
chain network continues to increase and eventually stabilizes
with the increase in the number of HAN Gateways par-
ticipating in the transaction.

To our best, only one similar paper is found. Khalid et al.
[29] tried to combine the IoT device with blockchain to
eliminate nontechnical loss. +e IoTdevices are deployed at

Table 5: Blockchain network function test.

Function Explanation Result
Power data storage Upload power data to blockchain Success
Power data query Query the power data from blockchain Success

Table 3: Experimental environment.

Tools Version Function
Ubuntu 18.04 +e operating system
Hyperledger Fabric 2.3.0 An open-source alliance chain framework for generating blockchain network
Docker 19.03.6 Used to simulate peers in blockchain
Docker-compose 1.17.1 Manage container
Go 1.15.7 Develop chain code (smart contract)

Table 4: Blockchain network function test.

Function Explanation Result
Create channel Create channels for LAN or WAN alliance chain Success
Join channel Add HAN Gateways and LAN Gateways to their corresponding channels Success
Deploy chain code Install chain code on the channel Success
Invoke chain code Execute the function defined on the chain code Success
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the key point of the power system to detect electricity
production and consumption. +e nontechnical loss is
detected by calculating the difference between production
and consumption. Ethereum is used to verify this scheme
finally.

For consumers of different sizes, Sana designed different
solutions. Private chains, alliance chains, and public chains
are used to target large-scale, medium-scale, and small-scale
consumers, respectively. +is indeed improves the
throughput of the blockchain, but there is little improve-
ment in NTL detection.+e scheme proposed in our work is
based on Fabric which also is known as alliance chain.
Although the private chain has a high throughput, the peers
in the private chain are required to be mutually trustworthy,

which is impossible in the actual situation. Compared with
the private chain, the alliance chain is more in line with the
actual situation. +is is because the nodes in the alliance
chain only need to be semitrusted between others. However,
this paper only offers the results of the successful execution
of smart contracts and blockchain; it does not offer the
performance results.

What is more, large-scale IoT devices are needed to be
installed to find specific users who stole electricity which
will result in high costs. However, the hierarchical
structure proposed in our paper allow us to locate users
who stole electricity more conveniently and flexibly based
on existing power supply equipment. By analyzing the
data from different HANs and LANs in their respective
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blockchain networks, we can effectively solve the prob-
lems of single-user power theft and group user power
theft.

4.3. Qualitative Analysis of the Results. In this section, we
will discuss the differences between the design scheme of
this paper and other existing schemes in each index di-
mension, which mainly includes the following eight index
dimensions. +e first dimension is the detection effec-
tiveness of NTL, and the second dimension is to judge
whether it has the characteristics of decentralization,
which can avoid the single point of failure and other
problems. +e third dimension is the data tamper-proof;
because this paper uses the blockchain structure, it has the
antitamper ability of data. +e fourth dimension is the
intelligent detection capability, which mainly examines
whether the detection scheme can be carried out without
the need for manual table lookup, to reduce the labor cost.
All the detection processes in this paper can be auto-
matically carried out by the intelligent contract; thus,
there is no need for any manual table lookup. +e fifth
dimension is the ability of information sharing, which
mainly refers to the ability of data sharing between nodes.
In this paper, due to the use of blockchain mechanism,
different nodes achieve data consistency through the
consensus mechanism. +e sixth dimension is the con-
fidentiality of the data. All the upper-chain information in
this paper is ciphertext so that the data can be effectively
protected. +e seventh dimension is the traceability and
auditability of the data; because all the power equipment
information and the power purchase information are
stored on the chain, the power purchase behavior can be
traced back and audited. +e eighth dimension is inde-
pendent of audit data; because the detection process in
this paper is to trigger intelligent contracts for detection,
there is no need to train datasets for learning; thus, it is not
dependent on large audit data.

Based on the eight indicators previously pointed out
earlier, our work is compared with other existing works, and
the results are shown in Table 6.

5. Security Analysis

In this section, the security of the proposed method is
analyzed from the aspects of smart meter information ini-
tialization, data authentication, block verification, and threat
scenario.

5.1. Smart Meter Information Initialization. +e smart me-
ter, as a client, needs to be signed when submitting a chain
request to the HAN gateway; therefore, the HAN gateway
needs to generate a public-private key pair for the smart
meter and send the private key to the smart meter as a
signature. +e HAN gateway uses a hash algorithm and a
random number generator to generate public and private
key pairs. Although the random number generator is built
randomly by man, it can be exploited by attackers. +e hash
algorithm provides a more secure method. +e SM public

key information is a blockchain created based on the Merkle
tree and timestamp using a hash function and is stored in the
HAN gateway to keep it safe during the initialization phase
of the smart meter.

5.2. Data Authentication Security. +e data is stored on the
permissioned blockchain through encryption. After the
HAN gateway obtains the smart meter data, it encrypts the
user’s meter data through an encryption algorithm and
stores it on the blockchain. When SM communicates with
the HAN gateway, they create a secure session and update
the private key pairs at intervals of time t. When the HAN
gateway initiates a request and receives a message
encrypted with the private key by the SM, as the leader, it
uses the SM public key to verify the signature of the
encrypted data. +e authentication security and the in-
tegrity of data transmission are ensured by means of private
key pairs verification.

5.3. Block Verification Security. +e security of block veri-
fication in the scheme is guaranteed by the Raft algorithm.
+e MDMS in the designed smart grid is a distributed
system, in which the failure of a single gateway is an in-
dependent event. Assume that there are n HAN Gateways
in a LAN alliance chain, where the number of faulty nodes
is f. As the election of the leader is based on voting in raft,
we need to ensure that the number of normal nodes is
greater than the faulty nodes to guarantee the voting
process. +erefore, we need n − f>f, which leads to
n> 2f. +en, we need to ensure that there are at least 2f + 1
nodes in the system to ensure the security of the distributed
system.

5.4. Security Analysis of ,reat Scenario

(1) Active Malicious User ,reat Analysis. As the active
malicious user will carry out the charging behavior, it will
trigger the NTL detectionmethodmentioned above. After the
request of the active malicious user passes the platform
verification and the active malicious user’s electricity meter
passes the subsequent connectivity test, the HAN gateway will
collect the information from the user’s smart meter HAMsm:
smart meter ID, UserID, remaining power (ERemain), and
then the HAN gateway will query the information on the
chain to obtain the user’s last charging information HANgw:
smartmeterID,{ UserID, currenttime, user’s last

purchase time(Tlast), after the meter (ELast)}. Combined
with HANsm, the difference between the quantity of (ELast)
and the remaining power of themeter after the last purchase is
calculated to get the theoretical power consumption
E_+eoretical_Consumption� (ELast-ERemain) and com-
pared with the actual output of the HAN gateway (electricity
information between the last purchase time and the current
purchase time).

Since the active malicious user has the behavior of
stealing electricity, the E_Output is greater than E_+eo-
retical_Consumption, and the difference between the two
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represents the malicious degree of the malicious user. +e
more the number of power theft, the higher the malicious
degree. At this time, an alarm of electricity theft will be made
to the LAN power network administrator and be dealt with
according to the degree of malice.

(2) Passive Malicious User ,reat Analysis. Passive malicious
users do not charge, so regular NTL detection methods
cannot be triggered. However, this paper introduces the NTL
detection method of the HAN network, and every once in a
while, the HAN gateway will query the data on the chain,
request the data of the smart meter, then calculate the
theoretical power consumption E_+eoret-
ical_Consumption, of each smart meter under the current
HAN network, and compare it with the actual output power
E_Output of each user’s HAN gateway. If the actual output
power is greater than the theoretical power consumption,
the user is considered to be a passive malicious user. And
because the HAN network node in this paper separately
maintains the blockchain data structure for each user,
compared with maintaining a blockchain data structure, the
query data amount of this scheme is smaller; thus, it is more
efficient.

(3) Group Malicious User ,reat Analysis. At present, the
LAN network NTL detection method and the HAN network
NTL detection method proposed in this paper can effectively
solve the threat of malicious users of this group. +e dif-
ference between the LAN network NTL detection method
and the HAN network NTL detection method mainly lies in
the different content of the blockchain data. +e block data
of the LAN network chain records the power purchase
information in the unit of the user, while the block data of
the WAN network chain records the power purchase in-
formation in the unit of the region, and each LAN power
gateway represents an area. +erefore, the group of mali-
cious users can be classified as the different malicious area.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a smart grid NTL problem
detection scheme based on the power gateway blockchain
to solve the NTL problem in the smart grid system. Our
scheme divides the communication network domains
such as HAN, LAN, and WAN in the smart grid. A hi-
erarchical power grid gateway blockchain is proposed
and designed, and a decentralized management MDMS

system is constructed. Without the support of a large
amount of data, the intelligent contract combined with
encryption technology is used to store and query the
power data, and the detection of NTL problems is real-
ized. First of all, the overall structure of the consortium
blockchain of the smart grid gateway is described. Sec-
ondly, the threat scenarios of NTL problems in the smart
grid are analyzed. Finally, a smart grid NTL detection
model based on the power grid association consortium
blockchain is proposed. +e model uses the edge network
blockchain to store the state information of smart meter,
power gateway, and related power data. In the model, the
data situation in the smart grid, and the data winding and
query process in the smart grid are described in detail.
+e trigger mechanism and the detailed detection flow of
the NTL detection method are introduced, and a smart
contract is written to ensure the safe and reliable oper-
ation of the detection scheme. It has a certain ability to
resist attacks such as replay, monitoring, and tampering.
It is worth noting that the throughput and the consumed
time of the blockchain are affected by many factors. +e
number of peers needs to be reasonably set according to
the application in the scenario. After testing the per-
formance of the scheme, it is proved that it is theoretically
feasible. In the future, we will expand our work to op-
timize the efficiency of the consensus algorithm and to
refine the trigger conditions of the detection mechanism
to improve the practical feasibility of the scheme.
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Table 6: Comparison between the proposed method and other related methods.

Metric [9] [6] [30] [11] [31] [20] Our method
Detection of NTL Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Decentralization No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Data tamperproof No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Intelligent detection Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Information sharing No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Data confidentiality No No No No No No Yes
Data traceability and audit No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Nonaudit data reliance Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes
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